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Polar front Depression



Wave on polar frontWave on polar front

•• These depressions formThese depressions form
and develop on what theand develop on what the
weatherman calls theweatherman calls the
Polar FrontPolar Front -- a narrowa narrow
belt where warm moistbelt where warm moist
air from the equatorialair from the equatorial
belt meets the cold air ofbelt meets the cold air of
the polar regions. thethe polar regions. the
diagrams illustrate whatdiagrams illustrate what
is taking place. Theis taking place. The
depression begins as adepression begins as a
minor wave on the polarminor wave on the polar
front.front.



Active depressionActive depression

•• As this waveAs this wave
develops, a majordevelops, a major
depression is formeddepression is formed
with an active warmwith an active warm
front and cold frontfront and cold front
system.system.



Dying depressionDying depression

•• As the depressionAs the depression
declines, the cold airdeclines, the cold air
in the rear partin the rear part
overtakes and lifts theovertakes and lifts the
warm air off thewarm air off the
surface and ansurface and an
occlusion is formed.occlusion is formed.



DepressionDepression

•• it is another name for anit is another name for an
area ofarea of low pressurelow pressure, a, a
low, orlow, or troughtrough. It also. It also
applies to a stage ofapplies to a stage of
tropical cyclonetropical cyclone
development and isdevelopment and is
known as aknown as a tropicaltropical
depressiondepression to distinguishto distinguish
it from otherit from other synopticsynoptic
features.features.





Weather on the passage of throughWeather on the passage of through
of a lowof a low

•• 950 and 1020950 and 1020
millibarsmillibars

•• bring cloud and rainbring cloud and rain

•• strong windsstrong winds



•• REMEMBER: a depression is a lowREMEMBER: a depression is a low--
pressure system (if you are feelingpressure system (if you are feeling
depressed, you are sometimes said to bedepressed, you are sometimes said to be
feeling 'low').feeling 'low').






